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Balancing the Yin and Yang: TMT Gender Diversity, Psychological Safety, and Firm
Ambidextrous Strategic Orientation in Chinese High-Tech SMEs

ABSTRACT
This paper offers a novel theoretical account of why and when top management team (TMT)
gender diversity lends strategic advantage. Building on social role theory, we develop a
moderated-mediation model showing: a) TMT psychological safety mediates the effect of
TMT gender diversity on firm ambidextrous strategic orientation (ASO) (why) and b) firm
slack moderates this mediated effect (when). We tested our model in the context of Chinese
high-tech small- and medium-sized enterprises. After confirming gender differences in social
role-based proclivities at the TMT level, a multi-wave survey study of 373 members from
120 TMTs showed that TMT gender diversity positively affects ASO via TMT psychological
safety, and this mediated effect is stronger when firm slack is lower than higher. We further
interviewed 23 top managers to supplement key quantitative results. Our study advances
upper echelons research on TMT gender diversity in two ways. First, it highlights the genderspecific interpersonal benefit of TMT gender diversity, which is markedly distinct from the
cognitive-variety argument associated generically with TMT demographic diversity. Second,
it considers both men and women in TMTs in a more balanced manner, thereby offering an
alternative account to the female-focused theorization of the positive strategic implications of
TMT gender diversity.
Keywords:
Top management teams; gender diversity; psychological safety; social role theory;
ambidexterity

Woman is yin and man is yang. The two energies co-exist with each other.
Yin cannot exist without yang, and yang without yin. –Tao Te Ching
Redressing the imbalanced gender composition in senior leadership is taking center stage
in business and policy making globally (Credit Suisse, 2019; McKinsey & Company, 2018).
Advocates of gender diversity increasingly evoke the “business case” linking a higher female
percentage in top management teams (TMTs) to firm success (McKinsey & Company, 2015,
2018). Supporting this business case, upper echelons studies have consistently found that
TMT gender diversity yields strategic advantages (Dezsö & Ross, 2012; Lyngsie & Foss,
2017). A meta-analysis by Jeong and Harrison (2017) demonstrated that TMT gender
diversity positively affects a wide range of firm performance outcomes. Despite these
promising findings, existing research has relied on two problematic theoretical assumptions
about the underlying mechanisms of the positive strategic effects of TMT gender diversity.
First, prior research has predominantly presumed that the benefits of TMT gender
diversity accrue from a cognitive-variety mechanism—men and women bring different
cognitive perspectives in TMT strategic decision-making (Dezsö & Ross, 2012; Jeong &
Harrison, 2017; Krishnan & Park, 2005). However, psychology research has challenged this
assumption. Neuro-cognitive study and meta-analyses have shown that effect sizes of gender
cognitive differences are “close-to-zero,” whereas the differences in interpersonal proclivities
(e.g., empathy, aggression) are generally large (Hyde, 2005: 581, 2014; Joel et al., 2015).
This evidence suggests that the cognitive-variety explanation, generically applied to the
effects of TMT demographic diversity, may not apply to gender. Rather, the strategic
advantages of TMT gender diversity likely stem from the more pertinent, gender-specific
differences in interpersonal proclivities between men and women.
Second, research has alternatively ascribed the strategic advantages of TMT gender
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diversity to female attributes (e.g., feminine leadership styles) without adequately accounting
for males (Dezsö & Ross, 2012; Lyngsie & Foss, 2017). Gender scholars have cautioned
against this female-skewed emphasis (e.g., Ali, Metz, & Kulik, 2015) and lamented: “male is
a gender too, and the field of organization studies has focused less on masculinity.”
(Fernandez-Mateo & Kaplan 2018: 1234). Relatedly, research suggests that men are essential
in promoting positive gender dynamics of teams (Hoobler, Masterson, Nkomo, & Michel,
2018). Thus, the strategic advantages of TMT gender diversity1 may not result from women
alone, but from men and women working together.
To address these issues, we draw on social role theory (Eagly & Wood, 1999) to develop
a gender-specific theorization that considers both men and women. Social role theory
contends that men and women hold distinct proclivities in social interactions—women are
more “communal” (socially sensitive and relation-building oriented), and men are more
“agentic” (assertive and voice-raising oriented) (Eagly & Wood, 1999). At the heart of this
notion, these social role-based proclivities of men and women are complementary in
triggering positive interpersonal team dynamics (Bear & Woolley, 2011; Carli, 2001),
offering a compelling theoretical account of the benefits of TMT gender diversity.
Grounded in social role theory, we develop a model explaining why and when TMT
gender diversity promotes a key strategic outcome—ambidextrous strategic orientation
(ASO). As “the simultaneous pursuit of exploration and exploitation in firm strategic
activities,” ASO is increasingly considered essential for sustainable firm performance (Ou,
Waldman, & Peterson, 2018: 1153). To explicate why, we introduce TMT psychological
safety as a central mechanism transmitting the unique interpersonal benefit of TMT gender
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In this study, we use gender diversity to indicate a continuous degree of gender variety in TMTs, with the
highest degree capturing a gender balance—the equal representation of male and female members.
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diversity to ASO. Adapting from Edmondson (1999), we refer to TMT psychological safety
as the shared belief of TMT members that the team is safe for interpersonal risk-taking such
as openly raising controversial issues and challenging each other. In addition, we specify a
relevant boundary condition—firm slack resources (Simsek, Veiga, & Lubatkin, 2007)—to
deepen our understanding of when the positive effect of TMT gender diversity on ASO via
TMT psychological safety will be stronger or weaker.
Our paper offers a novel theoretical account of the strategic advantage of TMT gender
diversity in two ways. First, we underscore its unique interpersonal underpinnings. As one of
the first to link gender diversity to psychological safety, our theoretical mechanism is
markedly distinct from the cognitive-variety argument applied generically to TMT
demographic diversity. We challenge the dominant assumption that gender diversity functions
equivalently to other demographic proxies (e.g., tenure, education, functional background) of
TMT cognitive variety. Second, by highlighting the complementary social-role proclivities of
both male and female members in promoting TMT psychological safety and in turn ASO, we
offer an alternative account to the prevalent female-focused theorization of the positive
strategic implications of TMT gender diversity.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Gender Differences in Interpersonal Proclivities: Social Role Theory
As one of the “grand theories” of gender in psychology (Hyde, 2014), social role theory
has been cross-culturally validated in explaining gender differences in social behaviors
(Wood & Eagly, 2002). It contends that biological differences between men and women (e.g.,
men’s greater physical strength and women’s capacity to bear and nurse children) allow
certain labor activities to be more efficiently accomplished by one gender than the other; the
resultant societal labor division distributes men and women into different social roles—men
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as “resource providers” and women as “homemakers” (Eagly & Wood, 1999). Gender
differences derived from these distinct social roles are characterized as agentic versus
communal—more agentic for men (assertive, ambitious and voice-oriented) and more
communal for women (socially sensitive, empathetic and relation-oriented) (Eagly, 1987).
Over time, men and women accommodate themselves to these social-role attributes that
reflect the society’s shared beliefs and expectations (Eagly & Karau, 2002). For instance, the
importance of close relationships designated by communality favors women’s acquisition of
relational facilitative skills; the agentic attributes ascribed to men promote a pattern of
assertive behaviors such as speaking assertively and giving directions (Wood, Christensen,
Hebl, & Rothgerber, 1997). These gender-differentiated beliefs and expectations also
constitute the self-concepts of men and women that shape their social proclivities (Witt &
Wood, 2010). Thus, through both social- and self-regulation, men and women internalize
social role-based differences and consciously or unconsciously exhibit role-consistent
behaviors (Eagly, 2018).
Social role theory acknowledges that job roles may constrain gender-differentiated
behaviors, e.g., women in male-stereotyped leadership roles may behave more agentically
than women in some other jobs (Eagly & Karau, 2002). However, scholars have emphasized
that “gender roles ordinarily continue to have some impact on behavior, even in the presence
of specific (job) roles” (Eagly & Wood, 1999: 413). Indeed, research has found that gender is
a chief driver of communal versus agentic behaviors in the workplace (Moskowitz, Suh, &
Desaulniers, 1994). Men and women carry social-role differences even to the senior
executive level (Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, & Van Engen, 2003; Oakley, 2000). A metaanalysis by Eagly et al. (2003) confirmed that female leaders (including senior executives)
are more sensitive to and considerate of others’ needs, whereas their male counterparts are
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more inclined to challenge others and give directions. Recent surveys of past and present
CEOs of Fortune 1000 companies have also revealed that female CEOs are more concerned
about others’ self-worth, appreciate others’ contributions and emphasize trust-building more
than male CEOs (Orr & Stevenson, 2017; Sawdye, 2017).
Research in the tradition of social role theory has established that these gender
differences in the interpersonal proclivities of men and women manifest themselves in team
interactions (Wood, 1987; Woolley, Chabris, Pentland, Hashmi, & Malone, 2010). Female
members are more socially sensitive than males—they better perceive, understand, and
respect the feelings of other team members (Post, 2015). Conversely, men have a greater
voice-raising tendency than women—they are much more likely to challenge others, raise
controversial issues and speak up openly in the team (LePine & Van Dyne, 1998). Scholars
have further argued that these social-role proclivities are complementary in cultivating
positive interpersonal team dynamics in gender-diverse teams (Bear & Woolley, 2011; Carli,
2001). Relatedly, research has shown that the more equal representation of men and women
in teams improves team performance (Wegge, Roth, Neubach, Schmidt, & Kanfer, 2008).
In sum, social role theory offers a powerful gender-specific lens to explain the strategic
advantages of TMT gender diversity found consistently in upper echelons studies (Dezsö &
Ross, 2012; Jeong & Harrison, 2017; Krishnan & Park, 2005; Lyngsie & Foss, 2017). It
highlights gender differences in interpersonal proclivities and their complementarity in team
interactions. Based on these key notions, we introduce TMT psychological safety as a central
mechanism that transmits the interpersonal benefits of TMT gender diversity.
TMT Psychological Safety: A Unique Interpersonal TMT Dynamic
Early studies regarded psychological safety as an individual’s sense of being authentic
“without fear of negative consequences to self-image, status or career” (Kahn, 1990: 708).
5

This research demonstrated the critical role of psychological safety in enabling individuals to
feel secure and to overcome defensiveness or anxiety when encountering errors and
contradictions at work (Brown & Leigh, 1996). Subsequently, Edmondson (1999) developed
the construct of team psychological safety to capture team members’ shared belief about
whether the team is safe for taking interpersonally threatening actions such as openly raising
controversial issues and challenging others. Distinct from the individual-level phenomenon,
team psychological safety “must characterize the team rather than individual members of the
team” (Edmondson, 1999: 354). Scholars have argued that because members are exposed to
the same team interaction (e.g., observing other members speaking up) and structural
influences (e.g., team task), team psychological safety should develop through interactions
among team members and converge in the team (Cronin, Weingart, & Todorova, 2011;
Edmondson, 1999; Schulte, Cohen, & Klein, 2012).
In essence, team psychological safety contains two equally important interpersonal
components. First, there is a relational component of mutual trust and support reflecting the
shared belief that team members respect and support each other’s divergent needs, interests,
and vulnerabilities (Edmondson, 1999). Second, there is a voice-raising component, i.e.,
interpersonal risk-taking, capturing the belief that it is safe for members to openly speak up
and challenge others without being judged or socially distanced (Detert & Edmondson,
2011). These two aspects are intertwined and operate together to form a team’s psychological
safety—only when members mutually trust and support each other will they all openly speak
up without fearing adverse interpersonal consequences (Edmondson, 2003). As a constructive
interpersonal team dynamic, team psychological safety facilitates various team outcomes
such as timely problem detection, better goal achievement, and superior team performance
(Edmondson & Lei, 2014).
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Building on the team-level conceptualization of psychological safety (Edmondson,
1999), we introduce TMT psychological safety as a crucial dynamic in the TMT context. The
dual focus of psychological safety makes it conceptually distinct from other TMT
interpersonal dynamics including social cohesion (Smith et al., 1994), behavioral integration
(Simsek, Veiga, Lubatkin, & Dino, 2005), and conflict (Amason, 1996). Both TMT social
cohesion and behavioral integration overlook the notion of interpersonal risk-taking. As
Edmonson (1999: 354) stressed, psychological safety captures “neither a careless sense of
permissiveness, nor an unrelentingly positive affect” but “a sense of confidence” of members
to speak up and challenge others. On the other hand, TMT (affective) conflict highlights
personal disputes and negative sentiments among members without mutual trust and support
(Amason, 1996). Capturing both a relational (mutual trust and support) and a voice-raising
(taking interpersonal risks to openly speak up) aspect, the concept of TMT psychological
safety can offer unique insights into how TMT dynamics foster important firm strategies.
We argue that the dual focus of team psychological safety reflects the essence of the
complementarity between the social-role proclivities of men and women. Women’s social
sensitivity in understanding and respecting others’ feelings promotes close relational bonds as
well as others’ willingness to reciprocate trust and support (Williams & Polman, 2015).
Men’s voice-raising tendency acts as an exemplar in the team to openly speak up, raise
controversies, and challenge others (LePine & Van Dyne, 1998, 2001). Thus, gender diversity
in TMTs likely sets in motion the two intertwining aspects of TMT psychological safety,
which further influences a key firm outcome—ambidextrous strategic orientation (ASO).
Ambidextrous Strategic Orientation (ASO)
Because TMT psychological safety enables members to openly raise controversial issues
and challenge each other in a trusting and supportive manner for strategic decision-making, it
7

is likely to benefit firm strategic orientation at large. Within the broad outline of strategic
orientation (Slater, Olson, & Hult, 2006), ASO is a particularly relevant and important
outcome. It denotes the simultaneous pursuit of exploitative and explorative strategies in
firms (Ou et al., 2018). Central to both survival and long-term performance, ASO helps firms
avoid the competency trap from an exclusive focus on exploitation and the failure trap caused
by an overemphasis on exploration (March, 1991). As a crucial means of sustaining
competitive advantage, ASO has been increasingly regarded as an important firm outcome in
strategy research (Heavey & Simsek, 2017; Ou et al., 2018).
The reasons that we choose to work on ASO, a pertinent strategic orientation driven by
TMT psychological safety, are twofold. First, although simultaneously pursuing exploitation
and exploration helps firms gain competitive advantage, they are contradictory at large (He &
Wong, 2004). Exploitation focuses on refining prior competencies, meeting existing
environmental needs, and enhancing reliability, whereas exploration stresses experimentation,
discovering new possibilities, and increasing variation (March, 1991). The exploitation–
exploration conflict and ambiguity inherent in ASO create considerable interpersonal tensions
in TMTs (Lubatkin, Simsek, Ling, & Veiga, 2006; Ou et al., 2018), which can largely benefit
from the interpersonally constructive dynamic of TMT psychological safety.
Second, ambidexterity scholars have compared ASO to “the yin and yang of continuous
self-renewal” and stressed that its attainment necessitates a balance between soft (yin) and
hard (yang) elements in organizations (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004: 213; also see Ghoshal &
Bartlett, 1997). The hard element reflects a task or performance orientation that encourages
organizational actors to “push for ambitious goals,” whereas the soft element denotes a
relational basis that ensures “this happens within a cooperative environment” (Gibson &
Birkinshaw, 2004: 213). We argue that the dual focus of TMT psychological safety embodies
8

a soft–hard balanced TMT dynamic: its relational component of mutual trust and support
captures the essence of the soft, and its voice-raising component fulfills the functionality of
the hard. This soft–hard balance embedded in TMT psychological safety is essential for
facilitating ASO.
HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Integrating social role theory with the psychological safety and upper echelons literature,
we develop a moderated-mediation model (Figure 1) that explains why and when TMT
gender diversity relates to ASO. We hypothesize TMT psychological safety as a central
mediator in the relationship between TMT gender diversity and ASO (why), and firm slack as
a boundary condition (when) moderating this mediated effect.
--------------------------------------Insert Figure 1 about here
--------------------------------------TMT Gender Diversity and Psychological Safety
Research grounded in social role theory points to the positive interpersonal dynamic of
gender-diverse teams in two related ways. First, more equal representation of men and
women reinforces a broader range of acceptable behaviors in the team, where both genders
can more freely express their interpersonal proclivities (Kanter, 1977). Particularly in
traditionally male-dominated senior leadership teams, gender diversity reduces the pressure
that women face to “act like men” and enables them to openly express their communal
proclivities such as being empathetic and caring about others’ feelings (Ely, 1995: 621).
Second, “a balanced number of different genders helps fully reap the benefits of gender
diversity” because it allows men and women to shape the overall team dynamic more equally
(Lee, Choi, & Kim, 2018: 189). When there are fewer women in a team, they are more likely
to get marginalized into tokens with little influence on team interactions (Kanter, 1977;
9

Torchia, Calabrò, & Huse, 2011). Similarly, when women are in the majority, men get
undermined because women form allies and exert greater influence in the team (Berdahl,
2007; Carli, 2001; Eriksen & Einarsen, 2004). Thus, greater gender diversity is essential to
reduce tokenism and allow both men and women to more equally shape the team dynamic.
Building on the above, we argue that more gender-diverse TMTs will enable both
genders to infuse their social-role proclivities more freely and equally in TMT interactions,
which complement each other to enhance TMT psychological safety. Research indicates that
women’s social sensitivity makes controversies, debates, and disagreements in teams occur in
more supportive and trusting manners (Post, 2015; Woolley et al., 2010). Scholars have
further shown that men exhibit more respectful, caring, and considerate behaviors when there
are proportionally more women present (Lee et al., 2018; Williams & Polman, 2015).
Meanwhile, men’s voice-raising tendency encourages team members to openly challenge
each other and discuss controversial issues, thereby preventing excessive consensus seeking
in the team (Edmondson, 2002; LePine & Van Dyne, 2001). Especially when women observe
men voicing authentic and controversial thoughts without getting socially punished, they are
more likely to feel comfortable raising their own voices in the TMT. In sum, the equal
infusion of men’s and women’s social-role proclivities in TMTs, enabled by gender diversity,
will foster TMT psychological safety that characterizes both mutual trust and support, and
interpersonal risk-taking to openly speak up.
In some cases, individuals may hold interpersonal proclivities counter to their
conventional social roles, such as women having high voice-raising tendencies and men
being highly socially sensitive (Moss-Racusin, Phelan, & Rudman, 2010; Rudman & Glick,
1999). When these individuals express their role-inconsistent proclivities, they often receive
backlashes and negative judgments. Research has found that female leaders encounter
10

reduced likability for their agentic behaviors (Heilman & Okimoto, 2007). Similarly, when
men behave communally such as being socially warm and supportive, they suffer from
prejudice and are viewed as weak (Rudman & Mescher, 2013). As a safeguard against these
detrimental interpersonal consequences, TMT psychological safety stemming from gender
diversity allows all members to freely express their authentic proclivities, which reinforces
the constructive interpersonal dynamic in the TMT.
In contrast, less gender-diverse TMTs are likely to hinder the equal infusion of social
sensitivity and voice-raising tendencies in team interactions. Female-majority teams often
overemphasize the communality while suppressing the agentic orientation of team dynamics
(Apesteguia, Azmat, & Iriberri, 2012; Post, 2015). In such TMTs, as men who are in the
minority perceive disagreeing with or challenging others as inconsistent with the dominant
communal team dynamic, they may not feel comfortable in candidly expressing controversial
or divergent opinions. This skewed team dynamic toward social sensitivity without voiceraising is counter to TMT psychological safety (Edmondson, 1999). Conversely, maledominated TMTs tend to overemphasize voice raising at the cost of social sensitivity. When
members challenge each other and raise controversial issues without mutual trust and
support, the team dynamic devolves into overt competition, aggressiveness, and conflict (Lee
et al., 2018; LePine, Hollenbeck, Ilgen, Colquitt, & Ellis, 2002). This team dynamic lacking
mutual trust and support also runs counter to TMT psychological safety (Edmondson, 1999).
H1: TMT gender diversity is positively related to TMT psychological safety.
TMT Psychological Safety and ASO
Scholars have argued that there are two core tasks for TMTs to effectively manage ASO
(Heavey & Simsek, 2017). First, TMTs need to differentiate between explorative and
exploitative strategies as they entail distinct supporting resources, organizational
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competencies, and market opportunities (Smith & Tushman, 2005). By clearly demarcating
them, TMTs can strategically separate the two sets of activities and provide the infrastructure
essential to address their distinct demands; failure to do so would result in a single-minded
explorative or exploitative orientation of firms (Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009). Second,
TMTs need to further integrate exploration and exploitation by identifying or creating
synergies, complementarities, and interdependencies between them (Heavey & Simsek,
2017). Without integration, exploration and exploitation would become fragmented
strategies, leading to role conflicts, coordination gaps, and misuse of resources (Smith &
Tushman, 2005).
Each of the two ASO tasks, however, involves substantial interpersonal tensions in TMTs
(Lubatkin et al., 2006; Ou et al., 2018). We argue that TMT psychological safety, as a soft–
hard balanced dynamic, is key to addressing these interpersonal challenges (Gibson &
Birkinshaw, 2004). First, the need to differentiate requires TMT members to openly express
and articulate their own strategic interests in exploration or exploitation (Smith & Tushman,
2005). Yet, as the strategic demands from explorative and exploitative activities are often
contradictory, TMT members holding different orientations tend to be reluctant to openly
express opinions in front of each other due to fear of backlashes (Jansen, Tempelaar, Van den
Bosch, & Volberda 2009). For example, a TMT member heading an explorative unit or
project may hesitate to openly voice ideas on emerging business opportunities and ways to
disrupt existing business functions, given the fear that these ideas would threaten members
heading exploitative activities, and vice versa (Heavey & Simsek, 2017).
By ensuring mutual trust and support in the team, TMT psychological safety can
alleviate members’ concerns about negative interpersonal consequences and therefore
promote their willingness to voice authentic interests in exploration or exploitation
12

(Kostopoulos & Bozionelos, 2011). In the meantime, by facilitating interpersonal risk-taking
to openly speak up, TMT psychological safety can encourage members to elaborate on their
explorative or exploitative ideas, even though these ideas may appear controversial to
members preferring opposite orientations (Gong, Cheung, Wang, & Huang, 2012). As a
result, as all TMT members engage in open and candid communications about their different
strategic interests based on trusting and supportive relations, the whole TMT can better
differentiate the environmental demands, resource requirements, and action plans associated
with exploration and exploitation strategies (Cao, Simsek, & Zhang, 2010).
Second, TMT members heading different units or activities must engage in close
collaboration and mutual problem-solving (Jansen, George, Van den Bosch, & Volberda,
2008) to integrate exploration and exploitation. However, TMT members often focus on the
explorative or exploitative goals and agendas of their own units, “individually as senior
executives” rather than collectively as a team (Lubatkin et al., 2006: 650). As a result, they
tend to be indifferent to each other’s strategic interests or even hostile to those who hold
conflicted orientations as they compete for limited resources (Mihalache, Jansen, Van den
Bosch, & Volberda, 2014). Such indifference and animosity create a major interpersonal
barrier in TMTs to achieving the integration task of ASO (Ou et al., 2018).
With mutual trust and support, TMT psychological safety can motivate members to
genuinely accept and accommodate the different resource and competence requirements for
others’ exploration or exploitation goals (Jansen et al., 2008). This therefore prevents
members from ignoring others’ strategic interests or from exercising expert authority upon
each other in order to pursue their preferred strategic agendas (Mihalache et al., 2014).
Meanwhile, TMT psychological safety can also encourage TMT members to voice critical
but constructive feedback and openly discuss controversies arising from simultaneously
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pursuing exploration and exploitation. Research suggests that such feedback processes are
crucial for synthesizing different viewpoints (Tushman & Nadler, 1978) and for finding
creative ways to build linkages between exploration and exploitation (Ou et al., 2018).
H2: TMT psychological safety is positively related to ASO.
The Mediating Role of TMT Psychological Safety
The upper echelons perspective asserts that the internal TMT dynamic is a central means
through which TMT diversity shapes firm strategies (Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & Sanders,
2004; Finkelstein, Hambrick, Cannella, 2009). Accordingly, we build on H1 and H2 to posit
that the interpersonal benefit of TMT gender diversity will be transmitted into ASO through
TMT psychological safety. In more gender-diverse TMTs, the complementarity between
women’s social sensitivity and men’s voice-raising tendency will foster members’ mutual
trust and support, and interpersonal risk-taking to speak up. In turn, these two essential
elements of TMT psychological safety reflect a soft–hard balanced TMT dynamic, which
enables the team to effectively resolve the interpersonal tensions involved in differentiating
and integrating exploration and exploitation for attaining ASO.
H3: TMT psychological safety mediates the positive relationship between
TMT gender diversity and firm ambidextrous strategic orientation.
The Moderating Role of Firm Slack Resources
The influence of TMTs on firm strategies is often bounded by contextual conditions
(Bromiley & Rau, 2016; Carpenter et al., 2004). In particular, upper echelons scholars have
highlighted that the strategic advantages of constructive TMT dynamics become especially
prominent when firms are in resource-constrained conditions (Finkelstein et al., 2009;
Turturea, Jansen, & Verheul, 2015). This is because when resources are scarce, TMTs need
to rely more on their attributes and dynamics to “bootstrap their limited resources” (George,
2005: 664) or even “create something from nothing” (Baker & Nelson, 2005: 329). Team
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research similarly indicates that team psychological safety is particularly crucial in resourceconstrained settings (Tucker & Edmondson, 2003; Weiss, Hoegl, & Gibbert, 2011). For
example, Nembhard and Edmondson (2006) showed that in healthcare teams, where
resources are usually insufficient and members are “stretched thin,” psychological safety is
essential for overcoming teams’ reluctance to engage in collaborative learning.
Building on the above, we propose firm slack—the firm resources that are “unfettered,
uncommitted, and therefore available for discretionary use” (Simsek et al., 2007: 1398)—to
be a key boundary condition for the mediated effect of TMT psychological safety.
Specifically, we expect that the lack of firm slack (slack scarcity) will amplify both stages of
the positive mediation of TMT psychological safety: a) from TMT gender diversity to TMT
psychological safety and b) from TMT psychological safety to ASO.
First, slack scarcity acts as pertinent adversity to TMTs by not only disadvantaging
flexible resource allocation but also making firms vulnerable to environmental changes
(Haleblian, McNamara, Kolev, & Dykes, 2012). Social-role research suggests that adverse
situations press men and women to behave in more role-congruent ways (Eagly & Karau,
2002; Moskowitz et al., 1994). In particular, studies have shown that adversity induces men
to engage more in voice raising (De Clercq & Belausteguigoitia, 2017) and women to exert
more relational behaviors (Post, Latu, & Belkin, 2019), to counteract the adversity. Therefore,
we argue that when gender-diverse TMTs confront the slack resource adversity, men tend to
infuse greater voice-raising tendencies to facilitate members in more openly expressing their
opinions, even provocative ones, to change the status quo (Simsek et al., 2007). Similarly,
trusting and supportive relations become more critical for TMT members to cope with
adversity and crises together (Carmeli, Tishler, & Edmondson, 2012). Thus, female members
tend to infuse greater social sensitivity to foster stronger relational bonding in the TMT. In
15

sum, slack scarcity is likely to press gender-diverse TMTs to better leverage members’
complementary interpersonal proclivities to develop higher TMT psychological safety.
Second, we argue that slack scarcity can also render the interpersonal tensions in TMTs
more salient in the pursuit of ASO, which makes TMT psychological safety even more
essential for overcoming these interpersonal challenges. When slack is scarce, TMTs are
more concerned about potential losses from failures due to the lack of financial buffers
(Haleblian et al., 2012). As a result, members’ different opinions and ideas about exploration
and exploitation will appear more threatening to each other, and openly raising voices would
involve higher interpersonal risks (Wilhelm, Richter, & Semrau, 2019). Moreover, because
slack scarcity prevents TMTs from supporting more projects and strategic activities, it
exacerbates the interpersonal conflicts among members vying for limited resources (Jansen,
Simsek, & Cao, 2012). By providing strong built-in safeguards against these interpersonal
risks and conflicts, TMT psychological safety will matter more in enhancing ASO when
slack is scarce than when it is abundant (Lubatkin et al., 2006). Taken together, we propose:
H4: The strength of the mediated effect of TMT gender diversity on firm ambidextrous
strategic orientation via TMT psychological safety varies along the degree of firm slack,
such that the mediated effect will be stronger when firm slack is lower than higher.
METHODS
Chinese High-Tech SME Context
Our empirical setting is SMEs in high-tech industries in China. Several criteria guided
this choice. First, with the proportion of women in TMTs averaging 24 percent globally
(Grant Thornton, 2017), examining the strategic implications of equal male and female TMT
representation in field settings is a major challenge. However, China has been reported to
have the highest female proportion (51%) in senior executive teams among 44 countries
(Grant Thornton, 2013). This considerably higher female representation makes China a
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particularly suitable context to test our gender balance-based contentions in TMTs.
Second, the pursuit of ASO is often crucial for firms in high-tech industries (Lubatkin et
al., 2006). Adapting to rapid market changes requires high-tech firms to engage in a series of
quick adjustments to exploit existing opportunities, while major shifts in technologies and
competitive boundaries also require firms to concurrently explore new products/services and
markets (Cao, Gedajlovic, & Zhang, 2009; He & Wong, 2004).
Finally, because SMEs have flatter structures with less horizontal and vertical structural
segregation between exploration and exploitation activities, TMTs play a more direct role in
managing ASO (Heavey & Simsek, 2017; Ou et al., 2018). Thus, SMEs provide a suitable
context for investigating the influence of TMT characteristics (gender diversity) and
dynamics (psychological safety) on shaping ASO.
Sample and Data Collection
We collected multi-wave survey data from privately held high-tech SMEs in four major
cities of China—Beijing (north), Guangzhou (south), Shanghai (east) and Chengdu (west)—
representing a geographic microcosm. These cities also serve as leading high-tech hubs of
China (Zhu, 2017). We obtained lists of firms compiled by the administrative offices of
science parks and high-tech industry zones in these cities. We identified firms that satisfied
two widely accepted criteria of SMEs: fewer than 500 employees and more than six years old
(Chen & Nadkarni, 2017; Zahra, Ireland, & Hitt, 2000). Following previous TMT survey
studies of Chinese high-tech SMEs (Qian, Cao, & Takeuchi, 2013), we hired and trained
research assistants from local administrative offices to deliver our surveys. Because these
local officers often personally know the TMT members of firms within their areas, and such
personal relations are highly valued in the Chinese culture, their assistance has been shown to
effectively boost response rates (Chen & Nadkarni, 2017; Qian et al., 2013).
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Before the main study, we conducted a validation study on the existence of gender
differences in the social-role interpersonal proclivities in our target population. Although the
meta-analysis by Eagly et al. (2003) confirmed that social role-based gender differences
apply to organizational leaders (including senior executives), some scholars have contended
that women might need to behave incongruently with their communal proclivities for their
senior leadership roles (Brescoll, 2016). Our validation study based on a sample of 219 top
managers demonstrated that TMT members of Chinese high-tech SMEs maintain the
theorized gender differences (see Appendix I for details of the validation study). This
evidence lends further credence to our core contentions grounded in social role theory.
In the main study, the research assistants contacted the CEOs of 450 randomly sampled
SMEs via phone or on-site visits to seek participation, and 172 of them agreed to participate.
Following established practices, we asked the CEOs to identify TMT members—top
executives who report directly to the CEO and play a central role in strategic decisionmaking (Chen & Nadkarni, 2017; Ling, Simsek, Lubatkin, & Veiga, 2008). Upper echelons
research has asserted that CEOs are a key and reliable source for identifying the TMT
composition of their firms (Carpenter et al., 2004).
We created the original surveys in English and translated to Chinese following the backtranslation practice (Brislin, 1980). We piloted the surveys with 10 top managers (not in the
sample). The surveys were administered at three time periods to all TMT members (including
CEOs). The first survey (t1) measured demographics, firm slack, and controls. Two weeks
later (t2), the second survey on TMT psychological safety was distributed. Following prior
research, we obtained ASO ratings from TMTs about one year later (t3) (Heavey & Simsek,
2017). Scholars have shown that subjective measures from TMTs are as reliable and valid as
objective firm measures because TMTs are knowledgeable informants of their firm strategies
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(Dess & Robinson, 1984; Wall et al., 2004). Temporal separations between multiple survey
waves helped reduce the common method bias and strengthened the directionality of
proposed relationships (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003).
We retained firms with complete responses from at least three TMT members (including
CEOs) across all time periods. The final sample comprised 373 TMT members of 120 firms.
The effective response rate of 27 percent is comparable to the response rates (19%–37%)
reported in previous multi-wave survey research of TMTs in SMEs (Chen & Nadkarni, 2017;
Lubatkin et al., 2006). The average TMT size was 4.38 members with an average 71 percent
intra-team response rate, and there was no significant difference in response rates between
female and male TMT members (t = -.10, n.s.). The percentage of female members ranged
from 0 to 100 and averaged 43 percent. We found no significant difference in CEO gender (t
= 1.08, n.s.) or firm age (t = 1.13, n.s.) between the responding and nonresponding firms.
Measures
TMT gender diversity. We calculated TMT gender diversity using Blau’s (1977) index (1
- ∑ Pi2, where P is the proportion of members in a specific gender category; and i represents
the number of categories). Blau’s index is considered the most suitable to capture team
diversity on categorical attributes including gender diversity (Harrison & Klein, 2007; Joshi
& Roh, 2009). It is a continuous measure ranging from 0 (same-gender teams) to .50 (genderbalanced teams with equal female and male proportions), and the Blau’s index in our sample
spanned the entire feasible range of TMT gender diversity: 0 to .50. Consistent with our
theorization, Blau’s index allows the effects of TMT gender diversity to be symmetric
(Harrison & Klein, 2007) regardless of female- or male-majority teams. Thus, it essentially
captures the degree of gender balance in TMTs.
The computation of TMT gender diversity includes the gender (1 = female, 0 = male) of
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the CEO and all TMT members. Upper echelons scholars have stressed that the CEO is an
integral part of the TMT (Finkelstein et al., 2009; Hambrick, 2007; Nadkarni & Herrmann,
2010), and hence research has consistently included CEOs in the measure of TMT gender
diversity (Dezsö & Ross, 2012; Jeong & Harrison, 2017; Lyngsie & Foss, 2017).
TMT psychological safety. We measured TMT psychological safety using the 7-item
scale of Edmondson (1999) (α = .78). Sample items include “Team members are able to bring
up problems and tough issues” and “It is safe to take a risk on this team” (from 1 = strongly
disagree to 7 = strongly agree). The good interrater agreement (mean rwg(j) = .97, ICC[1]
= .39, ICC[2] = .66) and between-team variance by one-way ANOVA (F = 5.49, p < .01)
justified aggregation of the individual ratings to the team level (Bliese, 2000; LeBreton &
Senter, 2008). The team aggregation of TMT psychological safety is consistent with its
conceptualization as an “emergent construct,” which derives from the perception of
individual members but converges and manifests itself at the team level (Cronin et al., 2011:
574), and it has been consistently used in team psychological safety research (e.g.,
Edmondson, 1999; Schulte et al., 2012; Wilhelm et al., 2019).
Ambidextrous Strategic Orientation (ASO). We measured ASO using the 8-item scale
by He and Wong (2004) (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). Four items capture the
exploration orientation (e.g., introduce new generation of products) (α = .81) and four items
capture exploitation (e.g., improve existing product quality) (α = .78). Aggregations were
justified (exploration: mean rwg(j) = .93; ANOVA F = 4.86, p < .01; ICC[1] = .36, ICC[2]
= .62; exploitation: mean rwg(j) = .92; ANOVA F = 3.64, p < .01; ICC[1] = .35, ICC[2] = .61).
Following prior research (Lubatkin et al., 2006), confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) showed
that the two-factor structure of exploration and exploitation (χ2 = 45.56, Prob > χ2 = .00, CFI
= .93, TLI = .90, RMSEA = .10, SRMR = .06) had a significantly stronger model fit than the
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one-factor model (χ2 = 72.99, Prob > χ2 = .00, CFI = .86, TLI = .80, RMSEA = .15, SRMR
= .07) based on the chi-square difference test (Δχ2=27.33, p < .01).
Consistent with the conceptualization of ASO as the simultaneous pursuit of exploration
and exploitation, we used the combined magnitude of exploration and exploitation, with
higher levels of both indicating higher ASO (Cao et al., 2009). We multiplied the exploration
and exploitation scores to create a single index of ASO (He & Wong, 2004)—the most widely
used measure of ambidexterity according to the review by Birkinshaw and Gupta (2013).
Additionally, we confirmed the robustness of our results using an additive index (the sum of
exploration and exploitation scores) (Heavey & Simsek, 2017).
Firm slack. We adopted Simsek et al. (2007)’s 4-item scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree) to measure firm slack (α = .73). An example item was “Our firm has plentiful
resources to produce our products and/or services.” Researchers have stressed that firm slack
can be appropriately measured by the ratings from TMT members, as they are knowledgeable
informants of their firms’ level of slack resources (Simsek et al., 2007). The aggregation of
TMT members’ ratings to reflect the firm-level slack was justified (mean rwg(j) = .95, ANOVA
F = 4.96, p < .01; ICC[1] = .54, ICC[2] = .78). This scale has been widely used to measure
discretionary slack, especially by studies on ambidexterity in SMEs (Lubatkin et al., 2006;
Simsek et al., 2007).
Controls. Following recommendations for control variable selection2 (Becker et al.,
2016; Carlson & Wu, 2012), we included several controls. First, to isolate the effects of TMT
gender diversity from other forms of demographic heterogeneity that have been regarded as
2

Based on the recommended practices for control variable (CV) selection (Becker et al., 2016; Carlson &
Wu, 2012), we followed five key steps to include CVs: 1) reviewing CV zero-order correlations, 2)
excluding impotent and theoretically unjustifiable CVs, 3) explaining the theoretical relevance and
operationalization of included CVs, 4) reporting descriptive data for the CVs, and 5) interpreting the CV
results.
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proxies of cognitive variety, we controlled for TMT heterogeneity (Hambrick, Cho, & Chen,
1996). We created a parsimonious composite TMT heterogeneity index by summing three
standardized heterogeneity measures: education (Herfindahl–Hirschman index: sciences,
business and economics, arts, engineering and law); functional background (Herfindahl–
Hirschman index: production-operations, R&D and engineering, accounting and finance,
management and administration, marketing and sales, law, personnel and labor relations, and
others); and firm tenure (the coefficient of variation of members’ firm tenure) (Hambrick et
al., 1996). Moreover, prior research has shown that tenure diversity is negatively related to
team members’ perception of psychological safety (Koopmann, Lanaj, Wang, Zhou, & Shi,
2016), and hence we controlled for TMT tenure diversity (the coefficient of variation of the
number of years members had served on TMTs, Cannella, Park, & Lee, 2008).
We controlled for CEO age as it may confound the relationship between TMT gender
diversity and psychological safety. Research indicates that as CEOs’ age increases, their
attitudes toward diversity become more open (Ng & Sears, 2012), and leaders’ inclusive
attitudes have been found to positively associate with team psychological safety (Hirak,
Peng, Carmeli, & Schaubroeck, 2012). In contrast, CEO–TMT power distance may
negatively affect TMT psychological safety. Studies have shown that leaders with high power
over others not only suppress others’ voice-raising (Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003)
but also inhibit trust building in interactions (De Jong, Van der Vegt, & Molleman, 2007).
We first captured executive power with two widely used indicators—founder status (1 = if
the executive was a founder of the firm, 0 = otherwise) and service on other boards (the
number of other corporate boards on which the executive serves) (Briscoe, Chin, &
Hambrick, 2014). To calculate CEO–TMT power distance, we used the coefficient of
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variation3 of the CEO power and the averaged power of other TMT members for each
indicator and summed their standardized values (Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993).
Moreover, firm past performance may shape TMT psychological safety. Edmondson
(1999) suggested that the lack of tried-and-true solutions resulting from poor past
performance creates a rationale for developing team psychological safety that encourages
openly discussing past mistakes. We measured firm past performance by the scale from Ling
et al. (2008) (α = .95). We further included firm and industry factors that might affect ASO.
Large firm size (the number of full-time employees) creates inertia and hampers the firm’s
flexibility in allocating resources between exploration and exploitation, thus inhibiting ASO
(Cao et al., 2010). We also controlled for firm age (in years) to rule out the alternative
explanation that younger firms face greater difficulty in managing complex product portfolios
to achieve ASO (Fernhaber & Patel, 2012). Because industries capture environmental
influences on firms pursuing ASO, we included the industry sector (dummy variables) of the
firms (telecommunications and Internet, computer, environmental and energy, medical and
pharmaceuticals, and others) (Lubatkin et al., 2006).
Finally, we followed recommendations for using the lagged dependent variable (LDV)
(Bettis, Gambardella, Helfat, & Mitchell 2014; Harmon, 2019) to reduce potential
endogeneity in the relationships related to ASO. We controlled for prior ASO, measured one
year earlier (t1) using He and Wong (2004)’s scale. The inclusion of the LDV (prior ASO)
allowed us to partial out omitted variable biases caused by unobservable, omitted stable
factors that affect both TMT psychological safety (or gender diversity) and ASO.4
3

As the coefficient of variation only generates positive values of the absolute power difference between
CEOs and other members, we assigned a negative sign to it when the CEO power was lower than the
averaged power of other TMT members.
4
We considered additional controls such as TMT size and TMT overlapping tenure. However, they
appeared to be impotent controls (having correlation |r| <.10 with DVs) (Becker et al., 2016). Following
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Analysis and Results
Table 1 displays descriptive statistics and correlations. We used ordinary least squares
(OLS) hierarchical regressions to test H1 and H2. Variance inflation factors (VIFs) (1.12 to
4.38) were all well below the rule-of-thumb cutoff of 10, suggesting that multicollinearity
was not a major confound (O’Brien, 2007). We used bootstrapping-based approaches to test
mediation (H3) and moderated-mediation (H4) hypotheses.
Models 1 and 4 in Table 2 contain controls only. TMT heterogeneity, commonly regarded
as a cognitive-variety proxy, does not predict the interpersonal dynamic of TMT
psychological safety. Several other controls significantly relate to the dependent variables
(DVs), as expected. CEO age positively, and firm past performance negatively, relate to TMT
psychological safety. Firm size and firm age are significant predictors of ASO. Prior ASO is
significantly related to both TMT psychological safety and ASO.
-----------------------------------------------Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here
-----------------------------------------------Main effects. As shown in Table 3, TMT gender diversity relates positively to TMT
psychological safety (Model 2: B = .57, p < .01), and TMT psychological safety relates
positively to ASO (Model 5: B = 3.88, p < .01). These results support H1 and H2.
Mediation effect of TMT psychological safety. We tested the mediation hypothesis (H3)
based on a bias-corrected bootstrapping approach (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Bootstrapping
overcomes the shortcomings (e.g., the lack of an explicit test of mediation) of the causal steps
approach of Baron and Kenny (1986), as well as the low ability to detect effects, high Type I
error rate, and reliance on normality assumption by the Sobel test (MacKinnon, Lockwood,

the “when in doubt, leave them out” principle for control selection (Carlson & Wu, 2012), we excluded
these controls from the final models but confirmed the robustness of our results by including them.
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Hoffman, West, & Sheets, 2002). Strategy research increasingly uses this approach for
mediation testing (e.g., Chen & Nadkarni, 2017). Exclusion of zero in the bootstrap
confidence interval (CI) confirms mediation effects (Hayes, 2013).
Using 10,000 bootstrap samples and 95 percent CIs in the PROCESS macro (Hayes,
2013), we found a significant positive indirect effect of TMT gender diversity on ASO via
TMT psychological safety. The estimation of the indirect effect is 2.20 (SE = .78, CI = [.87,
3.99]), supporting H3. Additionally, the results showed that the direct effect of TMT gender
diversity on ASO after partialling out the mediation of TMT psychological safety was
insignificant (B = .72, SE = 1.25, CI = [-1.76, 3.21]). The total effect of TMT gender diversity
on ASO, as the sum of direct and indirect effects, was significant (B = 2.93, SE = 1.40, CI =
[.14, 5.71]). Overall, these findings indicate that TMT gender diversity does not affect ASO
directly, but through the intervening mechanism of TMT psychological safety. This evidence
corroborates the key tenet of the upper echelons perspective that TMT diversity shapes firm
strategies through intervening TMT processes (Carpenter et al., 2004).
Moderated-mediation effects. In H4, we theorized a “first and second stage moderated
mediation” model (Hayes, 2015: 7), where firm slack moderates the indirect effect at both the
first (TMT gender diversity à TMT psychological safety) and second stage (TMT
psychological safety à ASO). We began by examining the first-stage and second-stage
moderated-mediation models, respectively, based on the index of moderated mediation
(Hayes, 2015). Because this index is essentially a product of regression coefficients, Hayes
(2015) recommended using bootstrapping to derive its statistical inference. The statistical
inference that this index is different from zero serves as “a formal test of moderated
mediation,” indicating that “any two conditional indirect effects estimated at different values
of the moderator are significantly different from each other” (Hayes, 2015: 2).
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First, we examined the first-stage moderated-mediation model by applying Model 7 in
the PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2013). The test yielded a significant moderated mediation
index (= -2.00, SE = 1.03, CI = [-4.34, -.31]). We then estimated the indirect effects of TMT
gender diversity on ASO via TMT psychological safety at low (M - 1SD) and high (M + 1SD)
levels of firm slack. When slack is low, the indirect effect is significantly positive (B = 3.31,
SE = 1.09, CI = [1.60, 5.97]), but it is insignificant when slack is high (B = .13, SE = 1.03, CI
= [-1.87, 2.24]). Table 2 (Model 3) shows a negative interaction of TMT gender diversity ×
firm slack (B = -.61, SE = .24, p < .05). The simple slope plot (Figure 2a) shows that the
effect of TMT gender diversity on psychological safety is significant and positive when firm
slack is low (B = 1.01, SE = .26, p < .01) but insignificant when slack is high (B = .04, SE
= .28, n.s.).
-----------------------------------------------Insert Figure 2a and 2b about here
-----------------------------------------------Second, we tested the second-stage moderated-mediation model using Model 14 the
PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2013). The indirect effects of TMT gender diversity on ASO via
TMT psychological safety vary significantly across different levels of slack (moderated
mediation index = -.84, SE = .47, CI = [-2.13, -.17]). The indirect effect is strongly positive
when slack is low (B = 2.56, SE =1.08, CI = [.72, 5.07]) and becomes less positive when
slack is high (B = 1.21, SE = .60, CI = [.33, 2.86]). Table 2 (Model 6) reports a significant
interaction of TMT psychological safety × slack (B = -1.77, SE = .67, p < .01). Figure 2b
shows that the positive effect of TMT psychological safety on ASO is stronger when slack is
low (B = 5.33, SE = .82, p < .01) than when it is high (B = 2.52, SE = .79, p < .01).
Finally, we tested the model in an integrated fashion by applying Model 58 of Hayes
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(2013) to simultaneously test first- and second-stage moderations.5 We found that the indirect
effect of TMT gender diversity on ASO via TMT psychological safety is significantly
positive when slack is low (B = 5.40, SE = 1.63, CI = [2.85, 9.35]) but insignificant when
slack is high (B = .10, SE = .80, CI = [-1.547, 1.86]). Overall, the results support H4 that firm
slack moderates the indirect effect of TMT gender diversity on ASO via TMT psychological
safety, such that this mediated effect is more positive when slack is lower than higher.
Supplemental Analyses
To strengthen our results, we conducted several supplemental analyses. First, we tested
the cognitive-variety explanation associated with TMT gender diversity. Second, we used the
commonly adopted TMT female percentage as an alternative gender diversity measure. Third,
we tested for potential endogeneity concerns, and fourth, we included alternative controls for
robustness checks. Finally, we supplemented key findings with interviews to offer richer
insights into the TMT gender diversity phenomenon.
Testing for the cognitive-variety assumption. We measured TMT cognitive variety (t2)
as “the variety and amount of information” processed in TMT decision-making by the scale
from Dooley and Fryxell (1999: 390) (α = .78). We ran a mediation analysis using TMT
psychological safety and cognitive variety as parallel mediators of the TMT gender diversity–
ASO relationship, allowing them to control for each other’s mediation effect (Hayes, 2013).
TMT psychological safety was still a significant mediator (indirect effect = 1.57, SE = .62, CI
= [.59, 3.13]), whereas the mediation effect of TMT cognitive variety was not significant
(indirect effect = .51, SE = .55, CI = [-.44, 1.77]). The results suggest that cognitive variety
does not serve as an alternative explanation of the effect of TMT gender diversity on ASO.

5

According to Hayes (2015), the moderated-mediation index cannot be directly applied to the first- and
second-stage moderated-mediation model, as the indirect effect is a nonlinear function of the moderator.
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Alternative measure: TMT female percentage. We reran the models by replacing the
measure of TMT gender diversity (Blau’s index) with TMT female percentage. TMT female
percentage had no linear effect, but it displayed a significant inverted-U relationship (turning
point at 48%) with TMT psychological safety. The findings strengthened our main results and
core contentions that more equal female–male representation in TMTs is better for TMT
psychological safety, whereas TMT psychological safety decreases as the gender imbalance
increases regardless of a female or male majority. Additionally, we estimated the curvilinear
indirect effect of TMT female percentage using the MEDCURVE macro (Hayes & Preacher,
2010). The results indicate that TMT female percentage has an indirect inverted-U
relationship with ASO via TMT psychological safety, which further corroborates our main
results (see Appendix II for more detailed procedures and results).
Endogeneity correction. Temporal separations and controlling for the LDV (prior ASO)
alleviated endogeneity concerns related to ASO. We further used the instrumental variable 2Stage Least Squares (IV/2SLS) approach to address potential endogeneity in the TMT gender
diversity–TMT psychological safety relationship. We employed two IVs measured at t1: the
existence of a) prior friendship ties and b) prior colleague ties of women to other TMT
member(s) before joining the TMT. Prior friendship or colleague ties increase the chance of
women being part of the TMT (Ruef, Aldrich, & Carter, 2003). However, research has shown
that friendship and colleague ties of individual (female) members before the team’s inception
do not affect the subsequent emergence of team psychological safety, which is an overall
team dynamic (Schulte et al., 2012). Following recommended practices (Semadeni, Withers,
& Certo, 2014), we first confirmed the IV strength based on the F statistics (F = 19.69, p
< .01) of the IVs from the first stage of 2SLS (Stock, Wright, & Yogo, 2002). Then, the
Sargan test for overidentifying restrictions supported the IV exogeneity (χ2 = .23, p > .05).
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Finally, the Durbin–Wu–Hausman (DWH) test showed that estimators from OLS and 2SLS
did not differ significantly (F = 3.88, p > .05). These results indicate that endogeneity did not
confound the estimated effect of TMT gender diversity on TMT psychological safety.
Alternative controls. We tested our models using alternative controls, including separate
TMT heterogeneity variables (firm tenure, education and functional background; replacing
the composite measure); CEO power over the organization (a composite measure of CEO
founder status and service on other boards; replacing CEO–TMT power distance); genderweighted TMT tenure diversity (the coefficient of variation of males’ averaged TMT tenure
and females’ averaged TMT tenure within a team; replacing TMT tenure diversity); as well as
industry clockspeed (Nadkarni & Narayanan, 2007) and hypercompetition (Chen, Lin, &
Michel, 2010) (rated by 14 industry experts; ICCclockspeed = .94; ICChypercompetition = .87;
replacing industry sectors). Furthermore, we added several additional controls including the
TMT variance of psychological safety, TMT size, overlapping tenure, age diversity, CEO
education, and location dummies. These additional controls did not alter our main results.
Supplementary interview. To further validate our key quantitative results, we conducted
semi-structured interviews of 30–45 minutes each with 23 top managers (11 females and 12
males) of 17 Chinese high-tech SMEs with varied TMT gender diversity. We first probed
managers’ interpersonal proclivities by asking them, “How do you typically interact with
others at work?” Then, to better understand their TMT dynamics, we asked, “How do
members in your team typically interact with each other when making strategic decisions?”
Based on their responses, we further delved into the interpersonal interactions within their
TMTs through follow-up questions.
Table 3 presents key observations from the interviews and representative quotes. We first
noted that female executives tended to be more socially sensitive, whereas male executives
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were more inclined to raise voices, supporting the interpersonal gender differences in TMTs.
More importantly, we observed that gender-diverse TMTs tended to experience considerable
TMT psychological safety; for example, a member of a gender-balanced TMT (50% females)
stated: “In our team, no one would be embarrassed to admit mistakes.” In contrast, femalemajority TMTs were more prone to seeking cohesion (e.g., a member of a 67% female TMT
said, “We hold back and accept the majority even if we don’t agree”), and there seemed to be
more conflicts and confrontations in male-majority TMTs (e.g., a member of a 14% female
TMT state.: “There were lots of pushbacks and fights. . . . It is very hard for the team to
support each other”). Overall, the interviews corroborated our key contentions and
conclusions that gender balance is more virtuous for TMT psychological safety than gender
imbalance, no matter whether the imbalance is skewed toward a male or female majority.
--------------------------------------Insert Table 3 about here
--------------------------------------DISCUSSION
Our results yielded two nuanced insights regarding why and when TMT gender diversity
drives ASO. First, TMT gender diversity promoted ASO by fostering the constructive
interpersonal TMT dynamic of psychological safety. Second, this interpersonal benefit of
TMT gender diversity via psychological safety was amplified when TMTs faced the
condition of firm slack scarcity. Next, we discuss the theoretical implications of the results.
Theoretical Implications
Unique interpersonal strategic advantage of TMT gender diversity. Grounded in the
gender-specific, interpersonal differences characterized in social role theory (Eagly & Wood,
1999), our findings lend credence to the unique interpersonal mechanism (psychological
safety) of TMT gender diversity in two ways. First, whereas TMT gender diversity was
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positively related to TMT psychological safety and in turn ASO, other demographic diversity
(education, tenure, functional background) was not. Second, the cognitive variety did not
mediate the effect of TMT gender diversity on ASO, whereas the positive mediation of TMT
psychological safety remained significant after partialling out the mediator of cognitive
variety. Consistent with psychological research (Hyde, 2005, 2014; Joel et al., 2015), this
evidence suggests that the dominant cognitive-variety perspective does not appear to explain
the primary mechanism driven by TMT gender diversity. Thus, our findings challenge the
implicit assumption of prior research that TMT gender diversity functions equivalently to
other generic demographic proxies of TMT cognitive variety. Instead, its strategic advantage
for ASO is uniquely transmitted through TMT psychological safety.
Our study reinforces the need for future TMT research “to treat each demographic
diversity variable as a distinct theoretical construct based on the argument that different types
of diversity may produce different (process) outcomes” (Pelled, 1996: 618) as well as to
directly test these processes. Despite the consensus that TMT diversity (or heterogeneity) is
influential within a wide range of firm strategies, including strategic change, diversification,
and internationalization (Carpenter et al., 2004), examinations of different forms of TMT
diversity have been largely relied on generic theoretical explanations (e.g., cognitive variety).
Such a conflated understanding of TMT diversity at best leads to inconclusive findings. At
the worst, it causes misattributions of underlying mechanisms, which not only harms the
theoretical accuracy but also the prescriptive value of scholarly works. Therefore, we reiterate
the call of prior researchers (Carpenter et al., 2004; Pelled, 1996) and urge scholars to pursue
future studies that delve into the precise nature of the TMT demographic characteristic
diversity and the mechanism in understanding its strategic ramifications.
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Finally, we believe that our findings offer broad implications for strategic orientation
research by enriching its micro-foundation. Our study of TMT gender diversity (and the TMT
psychological safety mechanism) promotes a better understanding of the emergence of
strategic orientation, ASO more specifically, from the upper echelons perspective. Our
examination of such micro-mechanisms probes the emergence process—from TMT
characteristics to intra-TMT dynamics, and then to firm strategic orientation. Apart from
ASO, there could be other strategic orientations, such as entrepreneurial orientation
(Lumpkin & Dess, 1996) and the four proactive strategic orientations (i.e., prospectors,
analyzers, differentiated defenders, and low-cost defenders) (Slater et al., 2006), that entail
constructive interpersonal dynamics in TMT strategic decision-making. These strategic
orientations may well benefit from the TMT psychological safety stemming from gender
diversity. We call for further studies that delve into the micro-process of strategic orientation
emergence and its interpersonal root in TMT gender diversity.
Balanced versus female-centered approach to TMT gender diversity. Our theorization
and findings centered on the complementarity between the interpersonal proclivities of men
and women in fostering TMT psychological safety. This more balanced view on both genders
departs from the premise of prior studies that the benefits of TMT gender diversity mainly
result from women (“the-more-(women)-the-better”). Distinct from the commonly used TMT
female percentage measure (e.g., Dezsö & Ross, 2012; Lyngsie & Foss, 2017), our
operationalization of TMT gender diversity using Blau’s index takes both genders into equal
account (Harrison & Klein, 2007; Joshi & Roh, 2009). Alternatively, we confirmed that TMT
female percentage had an inverted-U effect with a turning point close to 50 percent. These
results indicate that the gender-balanced approach, compared to the female-centered one,
offers a more compelling theoretical account of the strategic benefit of TMT gender diversity.
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We acknowledge that female percentage and gender balance can be operationally
equivalent in TMTs with less than 50 percent women. Female proportion in the TMT is
generally low (6.7%–24%) and rarely exceeds 50 percent in large publicly traded U.S.
companies (S&P 1500, Fortune 1000), which were the samples of most prior TMT gender
diversity studies (e.g., Dezsö & Ross, 2012; Krishnan & Park, 2005). However, this empirical
reality has masked the fundamentally distinct theoretical underpinnings of the femalecentered versus the gender balance-based arguments. The former exclusively theorizes the
proclivities of women, whereas the latter considers the positive complementarity between
men and women. Thus, the female percentage-based approach, due to empirical constraints,
may eventually hinder our theoretical understanding of TMT gender diversity.
In contrast, the equal consideration of both men and women is crucial for two reasons.
First, gender scholars have stressed that it is pivotal to include men in theorizing gender
issues given the integral role of men in facilitating positive gender dynamics in organizations
(Fernandez-Mateo & Kaplan, 2018; Jonson & Smith, 2018). Our interviews corroborated the
crucial role of men in TMTs where women face challenges in strategic decision-making (e.g.,
excessive consensus seeking). Second, the empirical reality of low female TMT
representation is fading in some firm contexts. For example, SMEs in countries such as
Colombia, China, and the Caribbean countries increasingly have senior female managers
(International Labor Organization [ILO], 2015). Similarly, the significant growth of femaleled start-ups has further boosted the proportion of females in TMTs (Featherstone, 2017).
Given this fast-changing landscape of TMT gender composition, the theoretical logic of
gender balance becomes increasingly empirically testable in broader firm contexts. The
promising results of our study present fruitful opportunities for future researchers to adopt a
gender balance-based perspective for understanding TMT gender diversity phenomena.
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Gender diversity theories in team research. Team research has mainly drawn on social
categorization and similarity-attraction theories to explain the negative performance impact
of gender diversity based on biases, negative attitudes, and stereotypes toward the opposite
gender (Joshi & Roh, 2009). In stark contrast to the “dark side” of gender diversity posited by
these team theories, our results highlight its “bright side” and are in line with gender diversity
studies of TMTs (Jeong & Harrison, 2017). This inconsistency may result from the unique
TMT context. Compared to relatively short-lived work teams studied in team research, TMT
members often interact much more frequently over a longer period (Jackson, Joshi, &
Erhardt, 2003). Studies have shown that as members get to know each other over time,
surface-level stereotypes and biases are likely replaced by team interactions derived from
members’ deep-level proclivities (Harrison, Price, Gavin, & Florey, 2002; Ling, Wei,
Klimoski, Wu, 2015). Thus, the surface-level negative team dynamics, characterized in social
categorization and similarity-attraction theories, may not apply to TMTs. Instead, the more
deep-level, social-role proclivities are more likely to dominate TMT interactions,
underpinning the positive effect of TMT gender diversity on TMT psychological safety.
Our results, juxtaposed with team research, suggest that gender diversity may have both
surface- and deep-level implications. Although evidence is sparse, researchers have indicated
that the same diversity construct can exhibit both surface- and deep-level functioning (Van
Vianen, De Pater, Kristof-Brown, & Johnson, 2004). However, such complex multi-faceted
implications have not been investigated for gender diversity. Social role theory can be a
potential theoretical lens for understanding the deep-level functionalities of gender diversity,
and it complements the categorization and similarity-attraction paradigm that focuses on its
surface-level dysfunctionalities. Researchers are encouraged in future studies to examine the
longitudinal unfolding of the surface- to deep-level operations of TMT gender diversity.
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Limitations and Future Directions
The limitations associated with our study warrant acknowledgment and provide
opportunities for future research. First, our examination of SMEs could limit the
generalizability of our findings to large and established firms. Investigation of these
companies may provide new insights. Second, our focus on the Chinese context could also
limit the generalizability to other countries. Examining whether the interpersonal benefit of
gender balance varies in other cultural contexts could be an important area of future research.
For example, the potency of TMT gender diversity benefits may differ in countries with
higher gender egalitarianism (e.g., Finland) compared to China (House, Hanges, Javidan,
Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004). Third, we focused on ASO as a pertinent outcome, but there could
be other important strategic outcomes driven by TMT psychological safety stemming from
gender diversity, and we encourage more explorations of this topic in future research. Finally,
we examined slack resource as a firm-level boundary condition, but research could further
investigate how the mediated effect of TMT gender diversity is moderated by other external
environmental factors such as munificence, dynamism, or uncertainty.
CONCLUSION
This study offers a novel, gender-specific theoretical account of the strategic advantage
of TMT gender diversity by unraveling the intervening mechanism of TMT psychological
safety. This account a) highlights the unique interpersonal benefit of TMT gender diversity,
which deviates sharply from the generic cognitive-variety explanation prevalent in prior
literature, and b) considers both men and women in a balanced way. We hope that our social
role-based interpersonal lens centered on the complementary proclivities of men and women
charts a new direction to advance research on TMT gender diversity.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations among Study Variables
Mean

SD

1. TMT heterogeneity

.00

1.66

2. TMT tenure diversity

.08

.15

40.34

6.02

-.04

.01

.00

1.28

.15

.08

.04

4.73

.87

.11

.15

.14

.11

58.88

66.17

.03

.08

.001

-.03

.22 **

12.22

1.88

.24 **

.13

.32 **

.06

.18 *

.28 **

16.92

3.32

-.03

.18 †

.13

-.03

.26 **

.23 *

.16 †

.31

.21

-.08

-.02

.12

.001

.18 *

.12

.15

.12

10. Firm slack

4.43

.79

.03

-.06

.14

.27 **

.04

.01

-.07

11. TMT psychological safety

4.51

.47

-.10

.06

.25 **

-.14

-.15

-.02

.12

.25 **

.21 *

16.23

3.50

-.06

.17 †

.31 **

.03

.14

-.01

.25 **

.42 **

.26 **

3. CEO age
4. CEO–TMT power distance
5. Firm past performance
6. Firm size
7. Firm age
a

8. Prior ASO

9. TMT gender diversity

a

12. ASO
n = 120

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

.19 *

.17 †

.

† p < .10 (two-tailed); * p < .05 (two-tailed); ** p < .01 (two-tailed); *** p < .001 (two-tailed).

a. ASO: ambidextrous strategic orientation
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.14
-.37 **
.07

.53 **

Table 2. Results of OLS Regression Analyses of TMT Psychological Safety and ASOa
ASOa

TMT Psychological Safety
Model 1

Controls
TMT heterogeneity
TMT tenure diversity
CEO age
CEO–TMT power distance

B
-.02

Model 2

Model 3

-.01

SE
.02

SE

B

SE

B

.03

-.001

.02

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

-.17

SE
.19

B
-.15

SE
.16

B
-.11

SE
.15

B

-.003
.02 **
-.03

.30
.01
.03

.14
.02 *
-.02

.29
.01
.03

.13
.02 *
-.03

.28
.01
.03

3.04
.13 *
-.02

2.17
.05
.23

2.53
.07
.05

1.82
.04
.19

2.80
.07 †
.09

1.78
.04
.19

Firm past performance

-.12 *

.05

-.10 †

.05

-.11 *

.05

.12

.35

.24

.31

.45

.31

Firm size (log)
Firm age

-.03
.03
.03 *

.05
.03
.01

-.03
.02
.03 *

.05
.02
.01

-.02
.01
.03 **

.05
.02
.01

Prior ASOa
Industry sector

YES

YES

YES

-.95 *
.38 *
.41 ***

.39
.18
.09

YES

-.84 *
.31 †
.29 ***

.32
.16
.08

YES

-.94 **
.21
.26 **

.31
.16
.08

YES

Main effects
TMT gender diversity
Firm slack
TMT psychological safety

.57 **

.19

3.23 **

1.08

-.17 **

.05

.03

.09

-.61 *

.24

.72
1.22 **
3.88 ***

1.25

.15

1.24

.35
.62

11.76 ***
9.52 **

3.05
3.17

-1.77 **

.67

Interactions
TMT gender diversity
× Firm slack
TMT psychological safety
× Firm slack
F
Adjusted R2
n = 120

2.90 **
.16

3.97 ***
.26

4.31 ***
.29

4.15 ***
.24

† p < .10 (two-tailed); * p < .05 (two-tailed); ** p < .01 (two-tailed); *** p < .001 (two-tailed).

a. ASO: ambidextrous strategic orientation
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8.08 ***
.47

8.44 ***
.50

Table 3. Qualitative Insights from Interviews with Top Managers
Social-role Based Interpersonal Proclivities of Female and Male Top Managers
Interpersonal proclivities of female top managers
Observations
Female top
managers are
more socially
sensitive

Representative quotes
“I often take others’ needs into consideration and
carefully respond to their concerns. . . . When I propose a
project, I think in other members’ shoes, like what they
would care about or how they could benefit from the
project. . . . This helps me better communicate with each
member.” – Female CEO, Electronics firm.

Interpersonal proclivities of male top managers
Observations
Male top
managers have a
higher voiceraising tendency

Representative quotes
“As the head (of the department), it is my job to go all the way to
fight for resources. . . . I often see men fighting harder in my
team as well. . . . I never hesitate to be the first to speak up, I
don’t hold back even if no one else raises voice.” – Male COO,
Internet firm.
“Men are usually the first to speak up their opinions. . . . I was
once excited about developing a collaboration project with
another company. . . . Everyone seemed to agree with me until a
(male) member jumped out and said he did not think it was a
good idea. Then only after that, all the others started to express
their concerns about this collaboration. . . .” – Male CEO, IT
firm.

“In our company, we say hi to each other every
morning. . . . I can tell when someone sounds upset. And
I’ll talk to the person to see if he/she is having trouble at
work or even in life.” – Female CEO, Nuclear technology
firm.
“I can quickly sense any tension in our team before it gets
heated. . . . I try to personally speak to everyone and to
remove any misunderstandings among them. This often
calms them down and eases the tension.”– Female COO,
Materials firm.

“I’m very direct in communicating my views. . . . I wouldn’t
hesitate to point out someone’s problem. . . . I really think that as
a top manager, we have to face the problems directly, instead of
holding back just not to hurt feelings” – Male head of
Engineering, Medical devices firm.

TMT Gender Diversity and Psychological Safety
TMTs with higher gender diversity
Observations
More genderdiverse TMTs
have higher
psychological
safety

Representative quotes
“One year after I joined the company, I suggested to
restructure our promotion system. . . . There were a lot of
tough questions when I first proposed it, but they didn’t
mean to put me down. . . . Members expressed their
genuine concerns but were very respectful. I never felt as
if my team was judging me as a newcomer who just

TMTs with lower gender diversity
Observations
Female-majority
TMTs have
lower
psychological
safety and more
cohesion-seeking
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Representative quotes
“We try hard to keep good relationships with each other and
don’t’ want to break the peace. . . . Normally, we hold back and
accept the majority even if we don’t agree. . . . In this way, we
avoid direct confrontations, which are very embarrassing.” –
Female COO, Environment technology firm (67% females in
TMT).

wanted to ‘change the game’. . . . They trusted me once I
convinced them that it was the best thing for our
company. . . .” – Female head of HR, Electronics firm
(43% females in TMT).
“In our team, we don’t feel embarrassed to admit
mistakes. We all understand that no one is perfect. . . . I
once insisted on investing in a new technological
company as I thought their technology was promising and
could be useful to us. But it turned out that it was not a
wise investment. . . . I apologized to the members who
were initially against this decision, and they were
understanding and willing to share the responsibility as a
team.” – Female CEO, Nuclear technology firm (50%
females in TMT).

“In the team, when we noticed others’ mistake, we never openly
call it out. Or sometimes we pretend not knowing it. . . . Because
we fear that it will make people ‘lose face,’ so we just drop hints
and hope that the person would get it” – Female CEO, Materials
firm (67% females in TMT).
Male-majority
TMTs have
lower
psychological
safety and more
conflicts

“There have been many fights in our team. Recently, between the
head of finance and the head of sales. . . . The finance manager
was sceptical about the budget plan from the sales manager and
insulted him as being incompetent. . . . This really offended the
sales manager, and he accused the finance manager being
ignorant who has not right to interfere their (the sales’)
business. . . . They even threatened to leave the company if the
other stay. . . .” – Male CEO, IT firm (20% females in TMT).
“Two years ago, one of the members wanted to initiate a major
strategic transition in our company. He had private conversations
separately with each of us. Only after he was sure that everyone
would agree, he raised it in our group meeting. . . . Because when
someone proposes a big decision like that, directly in front of the
group members, there will be lots of pushbacks and fights. . . .” –
Male HR head, Biomedical firm (14% females in TMT).

“We are open to each other’s criticism. . . . There is not
much hierarchical power going on within the team. We
can directly challenge an idea even it’s from the CEO. . . .
For example, he (the CEO) was proposing that we should
do safety checks every two weeks rather than monthly.
Our operation director directly questioned it: ‘this is
unrealistic and would be a waste of our resources.’ The
CEO soon acknowledged that he was indeed too
ambitious. . . . Communications among us are very
open. . . . when there is a problem, we sit together to find
a solution. If we can’t, then we set up another meeting
and talk further, in front of each other but never behind
each other’s back.” – Male CTO, Chemical firm (43%
females in TMT).

“Men in our team are generally very competitive and have a
strong desire to conquer. . . . when we (males) receive critiques,
we take it personally and feel agitated. . . . So we attack back. . . .
The atmosphere of my current (all-male) team is much worse
than the (mix-gender) team I worked in before. . . . Our conflicts
are more intense. No one wants to be the ‘loser’ and admit they
are wrong or inferior than others.” – Male CFO, Software
development firm (0% females in TMT).
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Figure 1. The Moderated-mediation Model of TMT Gender Diversity

Firm Slack Resources

_
TMT Gender Diversity

+
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Ambidextrous Strategic
Orientation (ASO)

Figure 2. The Moderation Effects of Firm Slack on the TMT Gender Diversity–
Psychological Safety and TMT Psychological Safety–ASO Relationships

a. The effect of TMT gender diversity on TMT psychological safety conditional on firm
slack

b. The effect of TMT psychological safety on ASO conditional on firm slack
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Appendix I. Description of the Validation Study
Sample and Data Collection
We sent an online Qualtrics survey to the top managers of 450 randomly drawn firms from our target
population of Chinese high-tech SMEs (not included in the sample of the main study). We received 219
complete responses (response rate: 49%), with 45 percent of the responses from females. The top managers
had an average age of 35 years and job tenure of 4 years. Their firms were 14 years old and had 74 fulltime employees on average. We found no significant difference in the individual gender (t = .14, n.s.) or
firm age (t = -.60, n.s.) between responding and non-responding top managers.
Measures
We measured social sensitivity using “Reading the Mind in the Eyes” test developed by Baron-Cohen et al.
(2001) (all materials of this test are available at https://www.autismresearchcentre.com/arc_tests). This test
has been widely used to assess individuals’ general social sensitivity that can be applied across different
settings (e.g., work groups, Woolley et al., 2010). The top managers were presented with photographs
capturing the eye-region of different actors and actresses, and were asked to choose from four given words
to best describe what the person in each photograph was feeling. The photos capture complex emotional
states, with equal numbers of male and female faces. We measured voice-raising tendency by a 6-item
scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree) (α = .76) adapted from Van Dyne and LePine’s (1998)
original scale for work team settings. We modified the referent from “this work group” to “this top
management team.” An example item is “I communicate opinions about work issues to others in this top
management team even if my opinion is different, and others in the team disagree with me.” We controlled
for individual (age, job tenure, education and functional background), firm (firm size, firm age) and
industry (sector dummies) factors that could serve as alternative explanations of variations in the social
sensitivity and voice-raising tendency (Joshi & Roh, 2009; Van Dyne & LePine, 1998; Williams &
Polman, 2015).
Analysis and Results
We first used multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) to estimate the effect of gender on the two
interpersonal proclivity variables (i.e., social sensitivity and voice-raising tendency) as a set. Results of
MANCOVA indicate an overall significant effect of gender on these social role-based interpersonal
proclivities, Wilks’ Lambda (λ) = .76, F = 29.55, p < .01. Then, we conducted the analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) using the same controls to examine the effect of gender on social sensitivity and voice-raising
tendency, respectively. The ANCOVA results show that women (adjusted mean = 6.04) have significantly
higher social sensitivity than men (adjusted mean = 4.77): F = 28.21, p < .01, partial η2 = .13. In contrast,
men (adjusted mean = 5.80) have significantly higher voice-raising tendency than women (adjusted mean
= 5.47), F = 16.03, p < .01, partial η2 = .08. The effect sizes of gender differences in both proclivities are
adequately large (above the recommended level of .06, Cohen, 2013). These results support our theoretical
premise that female and male top managers in SMEs differ in their social role-based interpersonal
proclivities – women are more socially sensitive, and men have higher voice-raising tendencies.
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Appendix II. Testing for curvilinear indirect effect of TMT female percentage on ASO via TMT
psychological safety
For nonlinear mediation models, Hayes and Preacher (2010) introduced the instantaneous indirect effect
(θ) to quantify the change in the DV through a mediator as the independent variable changes by one unit at
a specific value. We specified the path from TMT female percentage to TMT psychological safety as
quadratic, and the path from TMT psychological safety to ASO as linear (Table A shows the regression
results). Based on 10,000 bootstrap samples, we estimated the instantaneous indirect effect (TMT female
percentage à TMT psychological safety à ASO) at different levels of TMT female percentage (30%,
50% and 70%).
The results showed that when TMT female percentage is low (e.g., 30%), θ (= 1.57, 95% CI = [.01, 3.47])
is significantly positive, meaning that ASO increases via TMT psychological safety as TMT female
percentage increases until it reaches around 50 percent. Once TMT female percentage reaches around 50
percent, θ is close to zero and insignificant (= -.21, 95% CI = [-1.30, .81]), meaning that ASO reaches the
maximum and does not change via TMT psychological safety as the female percentage changes. When the
female percentage is high (e.g., 70%), θ (= -1.99, 95% CI = [-3.77, -.64]) is significantly negative,
meaning that ASO decreases via TMT psychological safety as the female percentage increases beyond the
threshold of 50 percent.
Table A. Results of OLS regressions of TMT female percentage on TMT psychological safety and
ASOa
Controls
TMT heterogeneity
TMT tenure diversity
CEO age
CEO–TMT power distance
Firm past performance
Firm size (log)
Firm age
Prior ASOa
Industry sector
Main effects
Firm slack
TMT female percentage
TMT female percentage2
TMT psychological safety
F
Adjusted R2

TMT Psychological Safety
B
SE
B
-.01
.03
-.002
.08
.31
.10
.02 *
.01
.02 *
-.02
.03
-.02
-.08
.05
-.10 †
-.03
.05
-.03
.02
.03
.02
.03 *
.01
.03 *
YES
YES
-.14 *
.02

.06
.14

-.16 **
1.10 **
-1.15 **

3.07 **
.20

SE
.02
.30
.01
.03
.05
.05
.02
.01

.05
.39
.39

3.67 ***
.35

ASOa
B
SE
-.16
.16
1.96
1.90
.06
.05
.09
.20
.25
.31
-.87 ** .32
.33 *
.16
.30 *** .08
YES

1.24 *** .35
.92
2.53
-1.81
2.53
3.86 *** .62
7.63 ***
.54

n = 120. p < .10 (two-tailed); *p < .05 (two-tailed); **p < .01 (two-tailed); ***p < .001 (two-tailed).
a. ASO: ambidextrous strategic orientation
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